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salt chlorinator

Built and tested to perform in any climate 
Noria ROK:X salt chlorinators offer superior 

levels of reliability, performance and convenience.



Noria ROK:X Salt Chlorinators kill bacterial 

contaminants in pool water by the process 

of electrolysis. Salt water is passed 

through the electrolytic plates contained 

within the cell housing and manufactures 

chlorine gas. The end result is crystal clear, 

safe, sparkling water.

A Noria ROK:X produces a continuous 

level of sanitiser eliminating the traditional 

problems associated with manual dosing 

of chlorine. Accurate water balance is 

paramount to protect the pool surface and 

equipment and to maintain healthy water. 

The control dial on the unit allows chlorine 

output to be adjusted to suit demand. 

Intelligent design allow a Noria ROK:X to 

clean itself by reversing the polarity of its 

plates. This process removes build up on 

the plates to ensure optimum performance 

and cell life. For hard water areas a 

Hard/Soft setting is available.

ROK:X Salt Chlorinators are part of a range 

of intensively researched, high quality, 

connected products that work in harmony 

to ensure the pool is easy to maintain and 

ready for use at any time.

SPECIFICATIONS

RECOMMENDED SIZING

WARRANTY
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The ROK:X Salt Chlorinator by Noria is covered by a 5 year pro-rata warranty on the cell and a 2 
year warranty on the power pack against defects in materials and workmanship. The instruction 
manual that accompanies each ROK:X provides more information.
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AVAILABLE FROM

Tropical climates Warmer climates Cooler climates
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Always try to oversize by 20-30%. All measurements are based on 8/hr day and balanced chemistry

ROK:X30

ROK:X40

ROK:X20

 Model
Per hour Over 8 hours

Chlorine Output Equivalent (65%) Equivalent (12.5%) Chlorine Output Equivalent (12.5%)

ROK:X20 20g/hr 30g/hr 120ml 160g 1.33 Litres

ROK:X30 30g/hr 46g/hr 200ml 240g 2.00 Litres

ROK:X40 40g/hr 61g/hr 280ml 320g 2.66 Litres


